Ricochet Questions
Q 1. Does my turn end?
Using Blue I roquted Black and used my first continuation shot to go to Red & Yellow on the
opposite border. My ball touched Red and left the court is it end of turn for Blue?

Q 2. My ball was halfway through my hoop 3 at the start of my turn; I struck and ran hoop
3 & 4 in the same stroke. Does hoop 4 Score a point as well as hoop 3 and how many
continuation shots do I have?

Q 3. My opponent hit the peg and a ball simultaneously with his Rover ball. Is his ball
pegged out automatically or can he count it as a Roquet.

Q 4. Black was in the centre of hoop 3 its hoop in order when I started my turn. Yellow was
also for this hoop .Yellow roqueted Black and they both went through the hoop.
Do I have 2 more shots for the roquet and hoop or is this hoop and roquet ?

Q 5. What does the striker do when two live balls are hit simultaneously?

Q 6 When attempting a roquet my Yellow ball hit the boundary and ran along it before
leaving the court.
Where do I measure my ball in ?

Q.7 At the start of my turn the 3 balls Blue, Black and Red are in contact on the yard line I
want to play Black What is the correct way to do this ?

Q 8. I went in off a Dead ball through my hoop in order do I have one or two continuation
shots

Q 9. Strikers Blue ball left the court, when attempting to measure in the blue ball there were
2 balls already occupying the spot on the yard-line. Where can the Blue ball be placed ?

--------------------------------------------------------------

Q 10. My opponent roquet the Blue ball into the corner and his Red ball left the court also in
the corner. He placed the blue ball on the corner spot and placed his Red ball in contact on
the yard line (1) He then changed his mind and placed Red on the other side of Blue on the
yard line (2) Saying he could do this as he had not made a stroke ? True or False ?

Answers. Ricochet Questions 1-10
1. No you made a roquet on Red before the ball left the court. Measure your Blue ball in
and you have 2 continuation shots
Rule 8
2. Yes both 3 & 4 hoop points are scored , you have 1 continuation shot.
Rule 7
3. The striker can nominate whether he wants to count the roquet or the Peg out
Rule 13 d)
4. No this not Hoop and Roquet as the Black ball was not clear of the non playing side of the
hoop. You have one continuation shot.
If Black was a live ball you are entitled to 2 continuation shots as the roquet came before
the ball finished running the hoop. Roquet and Hoop
Rule 10
5. A roquet is made only on the ball that the striker nominates the other ball remains live.
Rule 8 ii
6. The ball is measured in where it first touched the boundary
Rule 12 a)
7. The striker nominates which ball is deemed to be roqueted the other ball remains live.
Striker has 2 continuation shots
Rule 8 d) ii
8. As Black was a dead ball , no roquet , 1 continuation shot for the hoop.
Rule 11 c)
9. The Blue ball must be placed in any lawful position on the yard line touching one ball at
the strikers discretion
Rule 12 d)
10. False once a ball is lawfully placed, the choice cannot be altered
Rule 12 d) Order of Placement

Ricochet Quiz
1. Is it an Error or a Fault to change the striker’s ball during a turn?
2. May the Striker ask the opponent the State of the Game? Must the opponent answer
correctly?
3. List 3 things included in the State of the game
4. What does deemed mean?
5. Where is a ball measured in if another ball is in its way on the yard line?
6. What happens if a player starts their turn before they are entitled to?
7. Can a hoop or peg point be scored for either side as a result of a Fault?
8. Are Corner Flags and Pegs Optional or Mandatory?
9. Name 3 instances that a Dead ball becomes Live again
10. What does Rectification mean?

Answers
1. Yes
2. Yes and the opponent must give the details correctly
3. State of the Game includes Which ball the striker elected as the strikers ball, the correct
position of the balls and clips, whether a error or interference has been committed, which
player is responsible for the position of a ball, whether a ball has been roqueted or moved,
whether a ball has scored a hoop point or is clear of the given side of a hoop and the
amount of time and bisques remaining.
4. 1.when a striker declines to take a stroke and nominates the colour of their ball,
2. when a ball is measured in touching another live ball : deemed to be roqueted
5. Nearest Lawful position
6. The error is Rectified
7. No
8. No
9. New Turn, Hoop made, Bisque taken
10. All balls are put back to where they were when the error occurred and any points scored
are cancelled.
Scores
9-10 Referee Material
6-8 Almost Referee material
5-0 Need some afternoon reading

